Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) evaluation of macular structure has a central function in the clinical diagnosis and management of patients with age-related macular degeneration (AMD). 1 In clinical practice, the decision to recommend treatment for exudative AMD is dependent on the ability of the clinician to detect and characterize the presence of intraretinal and/or subretinal fluid (SRF) indicative of exudative activity. In particular, OCT imaging has been important in decisions regarding treatment with intravitreal anti-angiogenic agents. 2, 3 Although quantitative measure of retinal thickness has been used as secondary outcomes in clinical trials of AMD, 4, 5 a qualitative evaluation, relying on the visual inspection of the OCT image, has also been considered as a retreatment criterion in both clinical trials 4 and routine clinical care. As such, the ability of OCT imaging to present the necessary data in a reliable and reproducible manner for clinical interpretation is essential.
Currently, there are two OCT systems in popular clinical use in the form of time-and spectral-domain systems. A widely used time-domain OCT device is the Stratus OCT instrument (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA, USA), which uses a common macular acquisition protocol called the FastMac protocol [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] to survey macular anatomy rapidly and to generate macular thickness measurements. In a recent study analysing the reading centre-based grading of OCT images in exudative AMD (Stratus OCT system using the FastMac scanning protocol), good inter-reader and intra-reader agreements were found. 10 However, with the recent advent of spectral-domain OCT systems, such as the Cirrus HD-OCT system (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc.), the question of how these devices influence the nature and consistency of treatment decisions in AMD has been raised.
Both time-and spectral-domain OCT devices use axial scans to create cross-sectional images of the retina and to calculate retinal thicknesses averaged across standardized subfields in the macula. However, the number of scans performed, speed of acquisition, degree of axial resolution, and array of axial scan pattern vary between the two kinds of instruments. As spectraldomain OCT instruments become more available, the retinal specialist often has the choice of using a time-or a spectral-domain OCT system. In addition, multi-centred clinical trials often involve clinics that use different OCT systems. How different OCT systems influence, if at all, the consistency of clinical decision making through their ability to elicit agreement among independent clinician graders has not been analysed. In this study, we analysed the consistency of clinical decision making by examining inter-grader agreement between independent graders separately for the Stratus OCT and Cirrus HD-OCT systems. We also directly compared pairs of Stratus-and Cirrus-based OCT scans and measured how well the systems agreed with each other in clinical decisions regarding anti-VEGF treatment. Further, we examined cases in which the two OCT systems disagreed with each other and analysed the factors contributing to discordant clinical decisions. The results of this study will provide information on how the automated acquisition protocols in time-and spectral-domain OCT system affect qualitative physician-based treatment decisions. Also, it will clarify the significance of OCT system choice in clinical trials and routine patient care.
Materials and methods

Subjects
Patient records from the NEI eye clinic between 1 July 2007 and 31 December 2008 were retrospectively reviewed. During this period, patients in the retina clinic were scanned using both the Stratus OCT and Cirrus HD-OCT systems as part of the standard clinic operating procedure; patients were not pre-selected from a wider population to undergo scanning on these OCT systems. On retrospective analysis, records meeting all the following inclusion criteria were collected: (a) a diagnosis of exudative AMD, as verified by clinical examination and angiographic studies, and currently undergoing treatment with intraocular anti-VEGF agents (bevacizumab and/or ranibizumab); (b) OCT scans that were of sufficient quality (signal strength X5 and the absence of imaging artefacts or distortions); and (c) OCT scans performed on both Stratus OCT and Cirrus HD-OCT systems on the same visit. OCT scans included were representative of the overall clinic patient population with exudative AMD, including eyes with wide range of visual acuities. The criterion to include only eyes that are undergoing anti-VEGF treatment enables the selection of eyes with active exudative disease, and is relevant to the currently widespread use of OCT imaging in clinical trials and clinical practice in which anti-VEGF agents are used as first-line agents. If both eyes of an individual patient were eligible, the study eye was randomly selected. Informed patient consent and local institutional review board approval were obtained for this retrospective study, which was conducted in accordance with the ethical standards of the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. We certify that all applicable institutional and governmental regulations concerning the ethical use of human volunteers were followed during this research.
OCT imaging
The two OCT scanners examined in this study were the Stratus OCT (software version 5.0), a time-domain OCT instrument, and the Cirrus HD-OCT (software version 2.0), a spectral-domain OCT instrument (both commercially available from Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc.). Information on scanning modes and image analyses was obtained from the manufacturer. Scanning with the Stratus OCT was performed using the fast macular thickness map (FastMac) protocol, which acquires six evenly distributed 6 mm radial lines, consisting of 128 Ascans per line, intersecting at the fovea (total of 768 sampled points) within a scan time of 1.9 s. Scanning with the Cirrus HD-OCT was performed using the 512 Â 128 scan pattern (Macular Cube protocol) in which a 6 Â 6 mm area on the retina was scanned with 128 horizontal lines, each consisting of 512 A-scans per line (total of 65 536 sampled points) within a scan time of 2.4 s. A schematic providing a comparison of the Stratus OCT and Cirrus HD-OCT scanning patterns is shown in Figure 1 .
A total of 96 pairs of OCT scans from 49 patients (mean ¼ 1.94 scans per patient, range ¼ 1-5 scans per patient) were identified and admitted for clinical grading which was performed in a masked fashion.
Clinical grading of OCT images
OCT scans admitted for analysis (96 scans each from Stratus OCT and Cirrus HD-OCT) were shuffled and arranged in random order. De-identified scans (with patient name and scan date obscured from view) were called up and displayed on a computer monitor for grading. Three masked graders, experienced in the clinical use of OCT scans for patient care and for clinical research, performed the grading. The graders viewed the OCT images using display modes intrinsic to the Stratus and Cirrus OCT software packages. For the Cirrus HD-OCT, individual scans from the set in 512 Â 128 macular cube series were displayed. Graders were allowed to scroll through the individual images ad libitum, but any additional use of imaging rendering algorithms (eg threedimensional analysis, image segmentation, retinal thickness measurements) was not permitted. For the Stratus OCT, the six individual scans captured using the FastMac mode were displayed. Graders were able to examine each of the six scans ad libitum, and again, no additional depictions of the individual scans were used.
On the basis of the above inspection mode, graders scored the individual scans in the following aspects: (a) the presence or absence of intraretinal fluid (IRF) and (b) the presence or absence of SRF. No explicit predetermined criteria for IRF and SRF were imposed; graders were asked to judge their presence as they would in a clinical context. Graders were also asked to determine whether treatment with anti-VEGF therapy would be administered using the OCT scan alone and were given the criteria that if either IRF or SRF were detected, exudative activity was deemed to be present and treatment recommended. Time taken for grading was not constrained, and graders were at liberty to use the same amount of time as they would in arriving at a treatment decision in a clinical scenario. Each grader performed the grading in the same setting using identical display monitors. Gradings of individual scans were conducted by each grader independently, without communication between individual graders. The above grading and treatment guidelines were modelled after the reinjection criteria from OCT-based decision making in clinical trials presently ongoing or planned for the treatment of exudative AMD (ie the intervention substudy in the Age-Related Eye Study 2 and the Comparison of Age-Related Macular Degeneration Treatments Trial (CATT) study). According to the CATT study's manual of procedures, patient assigned to the variable schedule dosing regimen are evaluated for retreatment at study visits and retreatment decisions are driven by the presence or absence of fluid on OCT scans. Graders in this study are asked to qualitatively score for the presence of fluid on OCT scans in a manner similar to that performed by study investigators in the above trials.
Statistical analysis
To assess the correlation between the individual graders for OCT images, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) values were calculated for both Stratus and Cirrus systems using SPSS (version 16.0). To compare agreement between the Stratus and Cirrus systems, for each parameter, paired two-tailed t-tests were calculated using a statistical program (Graph PadPrism, version 5).
Results
Comparison of inter-grader consensus obtained with Stratus vs Cirrus systems
The results of the grading of OCT images were analysed to discover differences between the Stratus and the Cirrus systems in generating consensus in clinical decisions made by the three graders. Individual grades (for the presence/absence of IRF and SRF, and the decision to recommend/defer treatment) from the independent three graders were tabulated and a tally was made of (1) the number of scans receiving unanimous grades (all graders awarding the same grade) and (2) the number of scans receiving non-unanimous grades (two of the graders disagreeing with the third). The percentage of OCT scans with unanimous grades was computed for each OCT system and for each activity parameter. As shown in Figure 2a , in all three parameters graded (IRF, SRF, and decision to treat), OCT scans obtained using the Cirrus system had a higher rate of unanimous grades. Inter-grader agreement was also computed by the computation of the ICC. As shown in Figure 2b , for gradings of IRF and SRF, a statistically higher ICC value, indicating greater inter-grader agreement, was found for the Cirrus compared with the Stratus system (Figure 2b ).
The OCT scan grades were also analysed to ascertain whether the degree of grader unanimity varied based on the presence or absence of the anatomical finding scored (IRF or SRF) ( Table 1 ). The percentages of scans receiving unanimous grades were higher for those obtained on the Cirrus system compared with the Stratus system for both the subgroup in which either IRF or SRF was judged to be present, as well as for the subgroup in which either OCT-based decision making in wet AMD C Cukras et al IRF or SRF was judged to be absent (Figure 2c ). This analysis showed that greater grader agreement was found for the Cirrus system in both clinical situations in which exudative activity was present or absent.
Measurement of agreement between Stratus and Cirrus OCT systems
As all OCT scans evaluated in this study are paired (ie each OCT scan obtained on the Cirrus system is paired with an OCT scan obtained on the Stratus system for the same eye on the same patient visit), we were able to evaluate the correlation in clinical grading between the Cirrus and the Stratus systems. For each OCT scan and clinical parameter (IRF, SRF, and decision to treat), a consensus grade was derived from the majority of the three separate grades awarded by the individual graders (eg SRF was given the consensus grade of present when at least two of the graders considered it present). A summary of the distribution of consensus grades is shown in Table 2 . As can be seen in Figure 3a , in the majority (86-90%) of Cirrus-Stratus OCT scan pairs, the consensus grades were in agreement. Analysis of the remaining OCT scan pairs, in which the grades were not in agreement (i.e. discordant OCT pairs) (Figure 3b ), showed that these were mostly comprised of Cirrus OCT scans that detected evidence of exudative activity in which the corresponding Stratus OCT scans did not. Statistical analysis of all scan pairs also showed an overall statistical difference (paired t-test, Po0.05) between the two OCT systems in the detection of exudative activity, with the Cirrus OCT scan detecting activity at a greater rate than the corresponding Stratus OCT scan (Figure 3c ). Individual review of the discordant OCT scan pairs showed a number of anatomical features, which may have led to differing grades obtained between OCT systems. These consisted of the following three categories: (1) small areas of IRF, (2) areas of SRF that are small in area and thickness, and (3) cystic fluid spaces in the outer retina that were graded as IRF on the Cirrus HD-OCT system, but were graded as SRF on the Stratus OCT. Examples of each of these are shown in Figure 4 . Overall, eight cases had subtle IRF that was not scored on the Stratus scans, seven cases of subtle SRF that were not scored on the Stratus scans, and five cases in which the fluid appeared as outer retinal cysts (IRF) on the Cirrus HD-OCT systems, but were graded as SRF on the Stratus OCT system.
Discussion
The role of OCT imaging in diagnosis and management of exudative AMD is currently a large one and has a significant impact on how patients on variable antiangiogenic treatment regimens are treated. Treatment decisions in AMD typically rely on qualitative visual inspection of OCT images for fluid accumulation. The quantitative measurement of absolute retinal thickness by OCT, although suitable as an outcome measure for clinical studies, is less easily used in everyday practice and is not easily automated. 11 Fluorescein angiography is often used as a confirmatory test of exudative activity; however, it is not always required by study protocols 3, 4, 12, 13 and has variable usage and reproducibility in daily clinical practice.
14 Despite their use, there is some diversity in how OCT images are presently captured, rendered, and displayed visually to the clinician by different OCT systems, and these factors may have an important impact on how OCT data is interpreted for management decisions.
Multi-centred clinical trials in which separate centres use different OCT systems may potentially be affected by these non-uniformities between systems. In a number of clinical trials on exudative AMD, the detection of neovascular activity and the decision to treat an eye with anti-VEGF treatment have often to be made at that particular visit with the information at hand, and may not be amenable to consultation with other investigators or review by a reading centre before the decision is made to treat. If the number of treatments delivered is Table 2 Comparison of optical coherence tomography (OCT) findings on time-domain (Stratus) and spectral-domain (Cirrus) optical coherence tomography using consensus grades computed as one outcome measure in the trial, then the superior ability of one system to generate consensus between individual practitioners is likely to make this measure more reliable. In addition, if different OCT systems consistently generate different overall rates of decisions favouring treatment, then their non-uniform use is likely to introduce systematic biases into the study.
The two OCT systems with their respective acquisition protocols used in this study differ in resolution and in the pattern of sampling. The Stratus OCT produces images with 10-mm axial resolution, compared with 5-mm resolution in the Cirrus system. In addition, the pattern and density of A-scans used differ significantly between the two systems. The Stratus OCT with the FastMac acquisition protocol uses six radial lines, each consisting of 128 A-scans, whereas Cirrus HD-OCT scanning (with the Macular Cube protocol in the 512 Â 128 mode) uses 128 evenly distributed horizontal scan lines, each comprising of 512 A-scans. As a result, Stratus OCT samples the retina more densely near the centre of the macula, but much less so at the edges of the scan field, in contrast to the Macular Cube protocol on the Cirrus HD-OCT, which samples the entire scan field uniformly, but also at a high density per B-scan. We have chosen the use of FastMac protocol for the Stratus OCT system in preference to higher resolution scans available, such as the radial line scan (RLS), as the latter need to be manually placed, have a longer total scan time (6 Â 1.28 s, for 7.7 s of total scan time), and are more subject to decentration.
In this study, we found that the two different OCT systems examined influenced clinical decision making in two aspects: (1) the spectral-domain Cirrus HD-OCT system, compared with the time-domain Stratus OCT system, consistently produces a higher degree of consensus between independent clinical graders in both decisions involving the presence, as well as the absence, of findings; and (2) in OCT pairs in which the two systems disagree, the spectral-domain Cirrus HD-OCT system reported the presence of activity (in terms of the presence of IRF or SRF, or both) at a statistically higher rate than the time-domain Stratus OCT system. On the whole, the use of the Cirrus HD-OCT system, compared to the Stratus system, the Stratus OCT system, resulted in a higher degree of consensus between clinical graders and a more sensitive detection of small positive anatomical findings leading to a higher overall incidence of decisions favouring treatment.
The differences between the Cirrus HD-OCT system compared with the Stratus OCT system may have arisen from a number of sources. One contributing source may be the higher spatial resolution of adjacent A-scans in individual B-scans for the Cirrus HD-OCT. This may have allowed graders to more ably detect retinal fluid when it is present and to diagnose normal retinal anatomy when fluid spaces are absent. The Stratus OCT system, when using scanning protocols (e.g. the RLS protocol) other than the FastMac protocol, can acquire higher resolution line scans (512 A-scans per line). As Taban et al 15 has shown, this RLS protocol produces scans and fewer segmentation errors compared with the FastMac protocol. However, unlike the FastMac protocol, these protocols require the manual placement of each line scan and are not able to survey the macular area in a rapid and automated manner as performed by the FastMac protocol. Here, we have compared available automated macular scanning protocols in the respective systems to avoid variability inherent in the manual placement of individual line scans. This choice may have limited the resolution of the individual scans in the case of the Stratus OCT system and contributed to the differences seen here. On the other hand, the features of more rapid and automated macular scanning of FastMac protocol may have possibly reduced scanning errors resulting from eye movements and operator-dependent errors of line scan placement.
Another source of differences seen in the comparison relates to the differences in uniformity and density of individual A-scans across the scan field. In the examination of the entire series of individual B-scans that make up the imaging session (6 in Stratus OCT and 128 in the Cirrus HD-OCT), graders can more readily examine contiguous retinal areas in the Cirrus HD-OCT in similar orientation than is possible in the Stratus OCT. In cases in which areas of retina fluid are shallow and/or small in size, having the area of interest persist on consecutive/ contiguous B-scans in the Cirrus HD-OCT, enabled graders to determine their presence with greater confidence and consistency. The greater 'sensitivity' of the Cirrus HD-OCT compared with the Stratus OCT in detecting these small areas of retinal fluid derives from the greater likelihood of the Stratus OCT to 'miss' positive findings when they are located in retinal areas lying between and not traversed by the more widely spaced radial B-scans.
The timeliness of the subject is reflected in a recent article that recently appeared in press during the time of manuscript preparation of this study. Sayangi et al 16 compared time-and spectral-domain devices in their ability to detect choroidal neovascularization activity in AMD and found that spectral-domain OCT devices may be superior in the detection of exudative activity. The findings of our study support this conclusion and extend it by examining how the inter-reader agreement varies between the two devices. These conclusions are dependent on the specific scan protocols chosen using each OCT system and should be validated in a larger, prospective clinical trial, perhaps as an ancillary study in a subset of participants enrolled in an interventional trial. The overall conclusion is likely to have an effect on the design of future protocols involving clinical decisions made with the help of OCT imaging.
Summary
What was known before K OCT evaluation of macular structure has been very useful in the clinical diagnosis and management of exudative age-related macular degeneration. Currently, two OCT systems, the time-and the spectral-domain OCT systems, are in popular clinical use. Although the differences between the two systems in generating retinal thickness measurements have been characterized, how the two systems compare in clinical decision making has not been previously studied.
What this study adds
K In this study, we found that the two OCT systems exerted detectable differences in clinical decision making. The spectral-domain system, compared to the time-domain Stratus OCT system, consistently produces a higher degree of consensus between independent clinical graders. In cases of disagreement between systems, the spectral-domain system reported the presence of exudative activity at a statistically higher rate than the time-domain systems. The overall conclusion is likely to have an effect on the design of future protocols involving clinical decisions made with the help of OCT imaging.
